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Abstract

We present a fully operable security gateway proto-
type, integrating quantum key distribution and realised as a
system-on-chip. It is implemented on a field-programmable
gate array and provides a virtual private network with low
latency and gigabit throughput. The seamless hard- and
software integration of a quantum key distribution layer
enables high key-update rates for the encryption modules.
Hence, the amount of data encrypted with one session key
can be significantly decreased. We realise a highly modular
architecture and make extensive use of software/hardware
partitioning. This work is the first approach towards appli-
cation of a new key distribution technology in dedicated se-
curity processors. In particular, it elaborates requirements
for the integration of quantum key distribution on a chip
level.

1 Introduction

Virtual private networks (VPN) are frequently used to
connect intranets of business bodies over external and pub-
lic infrastructure. A tunnel is established between the two
connection endpoints and the data passes through, fully
transparently to the user. To guarantee integrity and con-
fidentiality during the transport over the public network the
data have to be encrypted and authenticated.

The Internet Protocol security (IPsec) suite of proto-
cols [8] is a framework providing such secure gateway-to-
gateway communication. IPsec operates on network layer
3, which means that all data exchanged over the IP protocol
like email (IMAP, SMTP), web (HTTP), etc. get encrypted
over the tunnel transparently for the upper protocol layers,
which significantly simplifies the integration into existing
network infrastructures.

IPsec usually makes use of asymmetric cryptography for
key agreement. In this work, we explore the feasibility to
add symmetric keys agreement by means of quantum key
distribution (QKD) in IPsec. QKD is an emerging field in
security engineering. The technique was invented in 1984
by C. Bennett and G. Brassard [1] and it enables informa-
tion theoretically secure distribution of cryptographic ran-
dom strings. The security of the key distribution is based on
the laws of quantum physics, which forbid an eavesdrop-
per to tamper the transmission without being noticed. This
introduces a new quality for key distribution and motivates
for integration in security communication systems. Ideally,
QKD is combined with an One-Time-Pad cipher as encryp-
tion scheme, but due to the limited key rates achieved by
QKD it is necessary to combine it with an existing sym-
metric encryption primitive. The resulting hybrid crypto
systems satisfy the bandwidth needs of modern communi-
cation systems, particularly within metropolitan area net-
works (MAN), and benefit from QKD as key distribution
system.
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Figure 1. Overview of the architecture and
system components.

We developed a highly integrated prototype which com-
bines QKD and a hardware accelerated IPsec implementa-
tion in a system-on-chip (SoC). The prototype is realised in
a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and was demon-
strated to operate together with a quantum optical setup
provided by the University of Vienna. To our knowledge,
this is the first time that classical cryptography technologies
are combined with quantum key exchange on such an ad-
vanced level. The presented system exhibits many new and
innovative features, whereby this paper focuses on the over-
all architecture of the SoC and further describes the efforts
made to fully integrate QKD in the prototype. Moreover,
it discusses the developed interfacing concepts and identi-
fies quantum protocol dependent and generic components.
The prototype will serve as a basis to analyse the require-
ments of QKD integration and its interaction with classical
techniques.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents the overall architecture of the developed
system-on-chip. Implementation details and results of the
subsystems are given in Section 3. The quantum key dis-
tribution hardware and software components as well as an
interface analysis is presented in Section 4.

2 Architecture

2.1 Overview

The system architecture of the SoC is shown in Figure 1.
It is composed of four main subsystems, namely a QKD
component, a key manager, an IPsec engine and a system
management module.

The QKD subsystem is responsible for the generation
of key material. The key stream is pushed into a keystore,

which resides in memory and holds the available keys. The
QKD segment can be seen as an autonomous subsystem that
handles all tasks necessary to establish truly random and
information-theoretically secure shared secrets between the
two parties Alice and Bob.

The key-management system supervises the keystore
and establishes session keys for the encrypted tunnel when
required. In order to keep the keystores in sync, all opera-
tions of Alice and Bob that depend on the key material have
to be done synchronously. Thus, they have to be both coor-
dinated and atomic.

The IPsec implementation is responsible for managing
the VPN connections. As specified in the RFCs, it holds a
security policy database (SPDB) which defines the encryp-
tion and filtering rules for the tunnels. Active tunnels are
tracked in the security association database (SADB), which
buffers the corresponding keys over the defined lifetime.
Lifetimes can be defined by means of duration in seconds or
data in bytes. Although the IPsec standard defines various
protocols, the prototype does not support all of them. In our
work, we decided to concentrate on an efficient and contem-
porary subset. Therefore, we implemented only the encap-
sulating security payload (ESP) [8] protocol of IPsec, which
is the more preferred standard to set up gateway-to-gateway
VPNs. ESP in tunnel mode encrypts whole IP packets in-
cluding the original header information and provides there-
fore data confidentiality. By adding authentication informa-
tion, data-origin authentication of the original IP packet is
achieved. From the IPsec suite of symmetric cryptographic
algorithms we only implemented AES because the support
of DES and Triple-DES is of retrospective interest only.

The overall control of the system is done by a manage-
ment module, which can configure, start, stop, reset and
monitor the main operational modules. A WBEM/CIM [6]
server was integrated, which provides a standardised way
of system configuration. Moreover, it also enables remote
configuration and integration in an unified management en-
vironment.

2.2 Hardware/software partitioning

The system is tailored in software and hardware parts
as shown in Figure 2. Main parts that have been realised
in hardware are the acquisition and pre-processing of the
QKD as well as the filtering and cryptographic handling at
the packet level for the IPsec tunneling.

For QKD, the partitioning between software and hard-
ware is given by the communication needs and connectivity
of the various stages. All modules, which require a full du-
plex classical communication channel, run in software and
the interfacing to the external photonics as well as the pre-
processing are implemented in hardware.

To achieve the required gigabit throughput and small
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Figure 2. System configuration.

latencies the security-gateway functionality also has to be
handled by hardware. Moreover, it is not sufficient to ac-
celerate the computational intensive task in a co-processor,
instead we had to implement a complete IPsec protocol en-
gine. It can filter, encrypt and authenticate the packets at
wire speed without CPU or bus interaction. The most com-
plete FPGA implementation of IPsec till now was done in
2005 by J. Lu and J. Lockwood [9]. They used recon-
figurable resources (VirtexIIPro) to encrypt and authenti-
cate the network traffic, but they did not filter in hardware
nor did they use an operating system for seamless soft-
ware/hardware integration over well established interfaces.
Another argument for a hardware IPsec implementation was
given by security considerations. Hardware modules are
preferred in security critical applications because of better
prevention from denial-of-service attacks.

3 Implementation

3.1 Prototyping platform

The prototype is realised on an FPGA-based prototyp-
ing platform from Xilinx. The ML410 board offers a
medium-sized FPGA and has numerous interfaces [13].
The central component of the ML410 board is a Virtex-4
FX60 FPGA. It provides plenty of configurable hardware
resources (25,280 slices; 232 18-kb BRAMs) and two hard-
core PowerPC CPUs, which allow the creation of a real
system-on-a-chip that combines both hardware and soft-
ware. The CPU can be clocked up to 300 MHz and deliv-
ers a performance of up to 500 Dhrystone MIPS. Addition-
ally, the FPGA offers four hardmacro Ethernet MACs two
of which are connected to Ethernet PHYs on the board.

In order to implement the complex software architec-
ture an operating system is needed on the CPU. We employ
GNU/Linux as operating system that is provided as open
source and available for the PowerPC. It already supports
the important peripheral components on the ML410. The
Linux kernel version 2.6 comes with a solid TCP/IP stack
and builtin IPsec support. It can be modified and extended
according the user needs, which is essential in our case.

3.2 IPsec engine

The complete packet filtering and ESP processing has
been implemented in hardware. The software only config-
ures and controls these hardware modules. The IPsec hard-
ware supports 128-bit AES for encryption [10] and oper-
ates in the cipher-block-chaining (CBC) mode. For authen-
tication, AES-XCBC-MAC-96 is used, which is part of the
cryptographic suites for IPsec [7].

MAC
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Figure 3. IPsec processing module.

The hardware integrates two independent modules for
both inbound and outbound IP traffic. In Figure 3, the pro-
cessing of outbound traffic is shown. The inbound module
is not discussed in detail but operates in a very similar man-
ner. The data stream of the Gigabit Ethernet is received
by a media-access controller (MAC) which is realised as
a hardmacro on the FPGA. The MAC converts the data
stream into a byte stream and some control signals. This
8-bit bus is clocked at 125 MHz and is used throughout the
IPsec modules. All components of the outbound path oper-
ate in the same clock domain of 125 MHz. The modules do
not process whole Ethernet frames, which can contain up to
about 9,000 bytes. Instead, they work in a pipelined fash-
ion and start processing a frame immediately after receiving
the relevant header data. This guarantees short latencies and
avoids large frame buffers.

Frames are received either from the MAC on the secure
network interface (LAN) or from the software. The filter
module then decides what action has to be applied to the
frame. The action can be: bypass, discard or protect. In the
case of protect, the ESP module encrypts and authenticates
the frame with keys provided by the QKD system. If the
destination of a frame is the gateway itself, it is transferred
to the software. Otherwise, the routing module retrieves the
correct destination MAC address and forwards the frame to
the MAC on the insecure WAN interface.
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The IPsec engine, including the SADB and SPDB tables,
needs 9,215 slices and introduces an extremely low packet-
latency of only 2,312 ns.

3.3 Key management

The management of the QKD generated session keys
is implemented in software. The software consists of two
components: a key manager and a modified version of the
Internet Key Exchange protocol (IKE). The key manager
distributes the stream of symmetric quantum-keying mate-
rial originating from the underlying QKD subsystem into
session based key buffers. The negotiation for the session
key buffer parameters is based on the IKE. IKE is used
to establish a symmetric session key that can be used in
IPsec. Typically, it is based on the Diffie-Hellmann key ex-
change protocol. In our implementation, we have replaced
all asymmetric algorithms by using keys generated by the
QKD device. Furthermore, additional parameters are intro-
duced to negotiate, for example, QKD key rates and buffer
sizes for the session-based QKD keystores. Using the nego-
tiated parameters, the key manager establishes the requested
QKD keystores and the IKE starts to generate so-called se-
curity associations (SAs) that are passed to the IPsec engine
using the standard PF KEY interface. SAs typically contain
parameters like encryption, authentication algorithms, ses-
sion keys and lifetime of the keys in seconds and/or bytes.
If a key expires, a notification is sent to the IKE daemon
that provides a new SA and synchronizes the IKE daemons
on both gateways. Thus, lossy connections can be compen-
sated and session key buffers can be resynchronized.

3.4 System management

In order to provide an appropriate end-to-end man-
agement solution for our system, we decided to follow
the paradigm of the Web-based Enterprise Management
(WBEM) [6] initiative. The main objectives of this ini-
tiative have been to provide a set of standards to allow
interoperability among multiple-vendor management prod-
ucts. Therefore, the Distributed Management Task Force
(DMTF) has defined several standard models such as the
Common Information Model (CIM). CIM allows the de-
scription of a networked device in a totally object-oriented
manner. However, as a management server application
we have decided to use the Small Footprint CIM Broker
(SFCB) [12] that has been especially developed for re-
source constrained devices. We have implemented various
CIM providers that allow the configuration and monitoring
of many system parameters of the prototype as needed by
QKD keystore, QIKE, IPsec and networking module. As
a client application, we have implemented a graphical user
interface (GUI) that is able to establish a connection to the
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Figure 4. Overview of a QKD system.

SFCB server over HTTP using Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
as well as provide basic authentication. The transferred data
itself is encoded using CIM-XML which is currently the
only standard based protocol for exchanging CIM informa-
tion. The client-server architecture allows an easy and con-
venient system administration that has not only been cus-
tomized for our individual use but offers a global end-to-end
manageability that can be accessed by every standardized
WBEM/CIM-compliant administration tool.

4 QKD subsystem

4.1 Function and interfaces

In general, a quantum key-exchange system provides
provably secure distribution of random secrets over a quan-
tum channel. A quantum channel is an optical transmis-
sion channel like a fiber link or a free-space line of sight
connection. A complete QKD system consists of a quan-
tum optical segment, a data acquisition system (DAQ) and
a processing segment. The latter requires an authenticated
classical communication channel for final key distillation
which does not need to be confidential. When applied to-
gether with One-Time-Pad, QKD is often referenced to as
quantum cryptography. The quantum part is built out of
photonic components like photon sources (PS), transmis-
sion systems, modulators (MOD) and single-photon detec-
tors (DET). There exist various encoding and transmission
schemes (PROT) to realize a QKD system, but nearly all
of them use the same basic building blocks. Additionally,
all implementations heavily rely on the capability of time-
synchronous event measurement.

An overview of the basic building blocks for QKD sys-
tems is shown in Figure 4. The system can roughly be di-
vided into 3 layers. The photonics can be referred to as
a quantum optical layer. It contains all components to send
qbits from Alice to Bob. The electrical signaling to interface
with layer 1 has still to be considered as analog, although it
uses standard digital signal levels. This is due to the fact
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Figure 5. Quantum optical layer.

that the information lies in the precise timing of events for
modulators and detectors.

Layer 2 is responsible for the correlated generation and
detection of qbits, which leads to the so called raw key. The
raw key represents correlated binary data generated on both
sides of an QKD link which can be further processed to the
shared secret. To achieve this task the two key generation
parties need to be synchronised. This is typically done over
an additional synchronisation channel. Due to the loss of
the photons over the quantum channel, the clock cannot be
recovered out of the signal itself, as done in classical com-
munication systems. Additionally, the layer 2 often needs
input from an ideal entropy source (TRNG - true random
number generator) if not provided by the layer 1.

The further processing, which requires a classical com-
munication channel can be subsumed in a third layer re-
ferred to as QKD stack. Except the initial sifting stage the
remaining protocol stages of the QKD stack can be con-
sidered as system independent. Sifting still depends on the
QKD protocol applied because it ”knows” how to generate
the raw key which in turn depends on the particular coding
scheme applied.

4.2 Time correlated data acquisition

Two layer 2 DAQ modules were developed and tested for
use with fiber coupled QKD systems based on polarization
entanglement. These types of systems are being designed
in various university labs and the University of Vienna de-
livered a fully operational quantum optical layer for test-
ing purposes. However, with minor modifications the DAQ
modules can also be applied to other QKD systems.

The entangled system applies a modified BB84 protocol
[3] and is fully compatible with the developed system-on-
chip. An overview of the resulting QKD system is depicted
in Figure 5. It should be mentioned that in contrast to the
majority of QKD systems it has a built in TRNG and works

passively without need for external modulation.
A source of entangled photons and one detection unit are

located at the transmission side (Alice), hence, one photon
of the pair is immediately measured. The second photon is
transmitted to the distant location (Bob), where it is anal-
ysed in the second detection module. To get the best effi-
ciency it is important to measure the detection times with
high accuracy. Ideally the resolution of the measurement
system is in the order of the jitter of the detectors. Depend-
ing on the applied type it is in the range of 50-300 ps.

One version of the measurement core fully embeds
layer 2 in the FPGA. We used the high-speed serial-
izer/deserializer integrated in the Xilinx Virtex-4FX devices
as hard core (MGT - Multi Gigabit Tranceiver) to sample
the photon counting events. In this way we achieved a res-
olution of 333 ps with the MGTs running at 3 Gbps. The
measurement core is capable of handling highest repetition
rates. It was tested up to 70 MEvents/s but is by far not
limited to it.

The second DAQ core that has been developed, inter-
faces to an external time-to-digital converter (TDC) and
handles up to 40 MEvents/s at a resolution of 80 ps. This
version of the DAQ unit was selected for integration into
the presented prototype due to the better timing resolution
and higher flexibility in the lab. However, the MGT ver-
sion seems to be ideal for real products because it reduces
external circuitry to a minimum.

After time stamping, the DAQ core also pre-processes
the events. It converts the stamps into system time and fil-
ters the stream for interesting events in a trigger-matching
unit. Finally, the raw key stream is passed to the software
driver, which stores the data in a large buffer. The DAQ core
uses about 3000 slices, which is about 11% of the overall re-
sources present in the Virtex-4 FX60 device. The core uses
one clock domain running at 100 MHz and connects to the
PowerPC via the SoC bus.

4.3 Key distillation

In layer 3 (QKD stack) the data are sifted, error cor-
rected, privacy amplified and pushed into the keystore.
These stages are implemented in software and run on the
embedded PowerPC. The Linux TCP/IP stack is used for
public communication. The messages are sent in plain text
but authenticated. The software stack is programmed un-
der heavy usage of Linux/Unix multi-processing and inter-
process capabilities to optimize CPU performance. During
the sifting phase useless entries in the raw key are elim-
inated. The data are then passed to the error correction
stage, which runs a performance optimized version of the
Cascade protocol [2]. Optionally, the stack supports low
density parity check (LDPC) codes as an error correction
scheme. After correcting all errors and confirmation of the
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guaranteed bit error rate, the stream enters the privacy am-
plification stage. This module shrinks the keys according
to the amount of information revealed in the public con-
versation and the detected error rate. The privacy amplifi-
cation is in principle a parametric hash function based on
the universal2 class of hash functions [4][5]. To prevent
man-in-the-middle attacks all communication has to be au-
thenticated and checked for integrity. This is done by apply-
ing information-theoretically secure message authentication
and, in particular, by implementing the evaluation hash [11].

The overall key rate that is achievable with the software
implementation of the QKD stack is limited by the com-
puting power of the PowerPC which delivers a rather poor
computing performance. After optimisation of algorithms
and protocols we show rates for final keys up to 3 kbps and
raw key performance up to 10 MEvents. Even though this
is not the fastest system compared to PC implementations,
it is well suited for the overall SoC. It handles the typical
raw key-rate of the optical layer for distances from 20 to
50 km. This provides enough key material for frequent key-
refreshment in the IPsec engine.

4.4 Implementation considerations

Our implementation shows a high level of integration
and as such necessarily incorporates quantum protocol de-
pendent components. This reduces the need for external cir-
cuitry but also reduces the possibilities for universal usage
and distribution. This is not relevant for a realisation in pro-
grammable logic, but holds for ASIC developments. For the
development of QKD specific ASICs it is desired to have a
standardised raw-key interface and a dedicated but external
physical DAQ system. This is analogous to the separation
of the physical layer and the link layer in the Ethernet stan-
dard. Moreover, Ethernet introduces a set of standardised
media independent interfaces, which allow seamless con-
nection of different media to the link layer. Such a concept
seems also to be reasonable for quantum key distribution
and may result in broader application of this technology.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we present a prototype for a QKD-enabled
security processor. It is implemented on an FPGA rapid
prototyping platform and is fully functional. Together with
an entanglement-based quantum optical layer, it builds a
complete system, being the first one integrating quantum
key distribution with high speed encryption and frequent
key-update in one chip. Moreover, the IPsec packet en-
gine is the first full protocol implementation in an FPGA.
The overall system fits in a medium sized FPGA and has
potential for upscaling to higher throughput and higher key
generation rates. The highly modular approach makes this

prototype an ideal reference system for further investiga-
tions of deployment and performance scenarios around hy-
brid QKD-enabled security processors.

Additionally, we developed an unified QKD system ar-
chitecture in a structured approach. Further specification
and standardisation of generic interfaces will be the basis
for a wider adoption in security and networking industries.
The tight integration of all digital components in a single
chip simplifies the applicability of QKD. It makes QKD a
new building block for system manufacturers and facilitates
its distribution.
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